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Large breeds of work horses

The largest horses in the world of draft breeds. These horses were bred to draw or transport heavy loads. Includes draft varieties like SHIRE. Before using trucks and tractors, draft horses pulled plows, carriages, trams, barge and other agricultural equipment and means of transport. The armies also used them to
transport soldiers, supplies, and pull out equipment and weapons. Subscribe and join the family Jamal  ► Thanks for watching: Top 10 biggest horses - work with horse breeds in the world. Here's the video: 10- DOLEHEST : With Dole Gudbrands, Dølahest or Dole is a draught-type horse from Norway. (( �lehest ))
9- FJORD HORSE : A fjord horse or Norwegian fjord horse (Norwegian: fjordhest) is a relatively small but very strong horse breed in the mountainous regions of western Norway. (( ) 8- SUFFOLK PUNCH : The Suffolk Horse, also known as the Suffolk Punch or Suffolk Sorrel, is an English breed draught horse. (( ) 7-
RUSSIAN HEAVY DRAFT : The Russian heavy draft is a draft horse formed in the Soviet Union that was officially registered in 1952. (( ) 6- U.S. CREAM DRAFT: The American cream draft is a rare draft horse breed, the only one of its kind developed in the United States that still exists. (( ) 5- DUTCH DRAFT : The
Dutch draft, in Dutch: Nederlands Trekpaard, a Dutch breed of heavy draft horse. Cold-blooded, massively constructed and calm in the temperament; good stamina. ( ) 4- BELGIAN DRAFT HORSE : A Belgian horse with a volley, also known as a Belgian heavy horse, Brabançon,[2] or Brabant, is a breed of horse from
the Brabant region of modern Belgium. (( ) 3- PERCHERON HORSE : Percheron is a breed of draft horse that originates in the Puisne River Valley in western France, part of the former Perche province, from which the breed takes its name. (( ) 2- CLYDESDALE HORSE: The Clydesdale is a breed of dredged horse
named after and derived from farm horses in Clydesdale, a county in Scotland. (( ) 1- SHIRE HORSE : The county is a British breed of dredged horse. It's usually black, bay, or gray. It is a tall breed, and Shires have at different times held world records both for the biggest horse and for the tallest horse. (( ) «««««CHECK
ME«««« Twitter: Pinterest: Google + : Jamal'S Https://goo.gl/zWiMZD Facebook: Instagram: Subscribe  ► «««YOUTUBE LINKS««««« Animals Lion and Baboon: Hippo Animals Video: Lion and Buffalo Video: Porcupine and Lion: Leopard and Lion: Lion and Buffalo Video 1: Lion and Buffalo Video 2: funny videos
compilation: all videos: TOP 5 VIDEOS compilation: TOP 10 animal videos: amazing video of animals funny: Thank you again for watching Top 10 biggest horses - work with horse breeds in the world  don't forget to comment, like it and share this video. Subscribe to more videos from Jamal's: This article is about the
Australian breed of horse. For other purposes, see Stock horse. Australian Stock Horse Horse Horse A Breed standard Australian Stock Horse SocietyEquus ferus caballus The Australian Stock Horse (or Stockhorse), is especially bred for Australian conditions. This is a tough kind of horse noted for its endurance, agility,
and good temperament. His origins date back to the arrival of the first horses in Australia, which were brought from Europe, Africa and Asia. It is used today in a wide variety of disciplines and is still valued as a working horse stockmen and stockwomen across Australia. History The roots of the Australian Stock Horse
date back to the earliest imports of nine horses into Australia, with the arrival of the first fleet at Botany Bay in January, 1788. [1] The original horse breeds of early importation included thoroughbred, cape of good hope horse (largely barb and spanish horse), arabic, timor pony and welsh mountain pony. [2] In Australia,
horses were bred because of their stamina and power, weaker animals were scrapped, and only the strongest could reproduce. In the 1830s, additional thoroughbred was imported into Australia to improve local tribes, and in the early 20th century, the 20th century was a time of resibreak. The Australian Store Horse and
the Waler horse come from similar roots, though today they separate breeds. A állomás ló, hogy volt egy őse mindkét fajta használta az ausztrál hadsereg az első világháborúban, és híres volt a szívósság és kitartás. [3] However, the modern Australian stock horse differs from the Horse that it's not that big. The horses
were transported abroad to fight in the war and were kept at home to be bred as Walers were the bigger animals as they had to carry the rider with significant extra weight on their weapons and overall pack. Some of the heaviest animals were also claimed by water carts and carriages. However, the characteristics of
toughness and perseverance remain with the Australian Store Horse of today. Official recognition of Australian stock horses as a separate breed began in June 1971, when more than 100 campers and horse breeders met in Tamworth, New South Wales, to form the Australian Stock Horse Society. Many of these people
bred herd horses using bloodlines to trace back to their native herd, as well as some Arabic, thoroughbreds, and some ponies with outstanding merits. Most of the early ASH registrations were for horses bred from bloodlines that excelled at both campdrafting and cattle work in the rugged Great Dividing Range. Initially,
the horses were examined by three classifiers who assessed them for conformation, breeding and athletic ability. The best ones were accepted for inclusion in the Stud Book, some in the registry appendix, and those who did not meet the registration criteria were rejected. Fourteen specific foundation sires are
responsible for most bloodlines adopted by the Society across Australia, and the most well-bred Australian Stock Horses trace such a foundation to Sires. These included horses bred from colonial herds: Saladin, Cecil and his son Radium, Medlow and Bobbie Bruce. The others were thoroughbred; Rivoli, Commandant,
Panzer, Midstream, Young Valais, Gibbergunyah, Bushfire, Silvius and Deo Juvante also exerted considerable influence. [2] Since then rivoli ray, blue moon mystic, eliotts creek cadet, Warrenbri Romeo, and some American quarter horses have had a big impact on the breed. The use of Quarter Horse bloodlines is
somewhat controversial, with some breeders prefering to stay on older lines. Those who want to have external blood are required to pay very high fees to society, thus encouraging breeders to just make their worthwhile horses. [2] Features An Australian Stock Horse The Australian Stock Horse is bred for intelligence,
courage, toughness, and stamina. The horse will be healthy, mobile and quick moving with a safe-footed walk. It will be a calm, sensitive temperament. All colors are acceptable. Height ranges from 14-16.2 hands (56-66 inches, 142-168 cm). The ideal Australian Stock Horse is well proportional in all respects according
to its size. The desired features include a finely cut, expressive head with large eyes and a wide forehead. The neck is long and curved, the head is well adjusted. The derescrated are well defined. Complete conformation is well muscular, but not bulky, correct which includes a deep chest, well sprung ribs, strong and
wide back, and strong hind quarters. The paths are tough and well adapted. Breed today An Australian Store Horse race in the event around 190,000 Australian Store Horses is registered or foals recorded with the Australian Store Horse Society. [3] Stock Horse is used in many racing areas, including t-shirts, polo
crosses, dressage, camping, show jumping, uneventfulness and endurance. It is also used for stockman challenges, Pony Club activities, general hacking, and stock work at cattle stations. While horses are now often being replaced in flatter Outback and Top End by motorcycles and helicopters, they still needed today
for gathering (roundups) in rugged mountain terrain. Public performances in Tribute to the Australian Stock Horse took place at the 2000 Sydney Olympics opening ceremony when an Australian Stock Horse was brought up, followed by another 120 Stock Horses rode into the stadium and performed elaborate
manoeuvres of music in the specially written Olympics version of the main theme of the film The Man from Snowy River by Australian composer Bruce Rowland. [summons required] The Australian Stock Horse Crown Act represented Australia in the World Cup and Olympic dressage competition. [Summons required] In
March 2008, the Australian Outback Spectacular used 42 Australian stock horses at its Gold Coast exhibition in Queensland, 31 of which were used on a rotating basis in a show. [4] See also Campdrafting The Man from Snowy River Stock horse Stockman (Australia) Wikimedia Commons media related to Australian
Stock Horse. References ^ Keith R. Binney, Riders of the First Frontier (1788-1900) and Snakes Legacy, Volcanic Productions, Sydney, 2005, ISBN 0-646-44865-X^ a b c Gower, Jeanette. Australian Stock Horse History ^ a b Australian Stock Horse Society.Australian Stock Horse History ^ a b Australian Stock Horse
Society.. Archived from the original 2009-03-02. (Accessed 2007-03-17. ^ Horsewyse magazine, 2008. Australian Stock Horse - Stallion Pedigree Book, Vol. 1 Starr, Joan. The horse that asks Australia Home External Links Australian Stock Horse Australian Stock Horse Society Retrieved the
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